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ELECTRIC SCOOTERS

CMAlifts is the Italian distributor of
Mobility Center S.r.l. A business project
started out of a strong partnership
between leading companies in the sector,
based on the idea that each user, before
being seen as a customer, represents an
individual to be safeguarded, whom we
provide the result of years of technology
research and product design. Special
products for special users.

CMAlifts SCOOTERS
Known for their driving ease, reliability and style, CMAlifts
electric scooters for the elderly and the mobility-impaired,
meet a variety of needs related to daily mobility.
CMAlifts electric scooters have an attractive look and
at the same time ensure total reliability in their driving
performance.
Demountable and transportable for city, seaside or
mountain-riding use, in all events, there is a CMAlifts scooter
for all your needs.

LOAD CAPACITY - 160 kg

THE COMPLETE RANGE:
VECTA - Vecta scooter: design and style
VEO SPORT - safety and great performance
VENTURA - adventure and freedom
ULTRA LIGHT - demountable and safe
VANTAGE - solid and fast
BAG - twin wheels at the front for a better manoeuvrability.
Incline-adjustable telescopic handlebars, lithium batteries.
TANDEM - an armchair for two.

VECTA
With a captivating design, combining reliability and style with
the most advanced technology, the latest Vecta scooter by
CMAlifts has no equal on the market. The Vecta scooter is ideal
for use in the city, in the open air, at sea or in the mountains.
Vecta is a guarantee in driving performance.

WIDTH - 600 mm
LENGTH - 1320 mm
LIGHTS - LED
SEAT HEIGHT - 640/690 mm
COLOURS - Cobalt Blue / Graphite Grey
MAXIMUM RANGE OF AUTONOMY - up to 44 Km
MAX. INCLINE - 12 ° / 21%
MAX. SPEED - 13 km/h
BATTERY / POWER- 12v, 50Ahx2
WHEEL SIZE/TYPE - 300 mm/12” - Tubeless

VEO SPORT
Solid, fast and colourful. Demountable and with an eyecatching design, it is intended for those who are looking for
independence and style. The Veo Sport scooter is perfect for
all occasions. This electric scooter can be easily demounted
without tools, and placed in any car boot. Its small size
ensures great manoeuvrability in confined spaces. The
Veo Sport scooter is ideal for short daily trips in the city or
outdoors. Veo Sport is easily demountable and transportable,
and available in different colours.

LOAD CAPACITY - 130 kg
WIDTH - 600 mm
LENGTH - 1080 mm
LIGHTS - none
SEAT HEIGHT – 375/395/415mm
MAXIMUM RANGE OF AUTONOMY – up to 21 Km
MAX. INCLINE - 6°/10.5%
SPEED – 6.4km/h
BATTERY / POWER- 2x12v – 22Ah/200W
WHEEL SIZE/TYPE – 210 mm – Solid rubber

VENTURA
The Ventura electric scooter is perfect for those in need
of a safe means of transport to be used on a daily basis,
especially outdoors. The Ventura electric scooter is your
faithful companion in trips and rides in the open air. Thanks
to its robust fairing and tires, it is perfect on dirt roads. The
Ventura electric scooter is equipped with many optional
components for a comfortable, unique driving style. The
standard series features a handy USB port for a quick
recharging of your smartphone.

LOAD CAPACITY - 160 Kg
WIDTH - 684 mm
LENGTH - 1310 mm
LIGHTS - yes
SEAT HEIGHT - 640/690 mm
COLOURS - silver/black
MAXIMUM RANGE OF AUTONOMY - up to 37 Km
MAX. INCLINE - 12 ° / 21%
MAX. SPEED - 13 Km/h
BATTERY / POWER- 2 x 50Ah
WHEEL SIZE/TYPE - 320 mm - Pneumatics

ULTRA LITE
Solid, lightweight and demountable. The Ultra Lite electric
scooter, for mobility-impaired and elderly people, is reliable
in all situations and guarantees an easy mobility in tight
spaces. The Ultra Lite electric scooter is comfortable and
adaptable to any circumstance. You can use it at the seaside
or in the city, to go shopping, in malls, or to visit a museum.
Ultra Lite is a scooter simple to drive in total safety and
available in different colours.

LOAD CAPACITY - 113 Kg
WIDTH - 510 mm
LENGTH - 1020 mm
LIGHTS - none
SEAT HEIGHT - 375/395/415mm
MAXIMUM RANGE OF AUTONOMY - up to 13 Km
MAX. INCLINE - 6° / 10.5%
MAX. SPEED - 6.4 km/h
BATTERY / POWER - 2x14v Ah - 12V
WHEEL SIZE/TYPE - 210 mm - Solid rubber

VANTAGE
Solid, lightweight and demountable. The Vantage electric
scooter is reliable in any situation and guarantees great
manoeuvrability in tight spaces. The Vantage electric scooter
has no equal on the market in terms of quality/price ratio. It
is smooth in its movements and easy to drive, and features
a user-friendly and waterproof control panel. Vantage is a
perfect companion for your outdoor days.

LOAD CAPACITY - 150 Kg
WIDTH - 585 mm
LENGTH - 1200 mm
LIGHTS - yes
SEAT HEIGHT - 640/690 mm
MAXIMUM RANGE OF AUTONOMY - up to 42 Km
TOTAL WEIGHT - 87.8 Kg
MAX. INCLINE - 12°/21%
MAX. SPEED - 9.65 Km/h
BATTERY / POWER - 2x50Ah
WHEEL SIZE/TYPE - 280 mm - Pneumatics

MAX. USER WEIGHT - 180 kg

MAX. USER WEIGHT - 113 kg

BAG
Conveniently handy, the BAG scooter has been designed to
be used with extreme simplicity. Foldable in a few simple
steps, it can be carried like a suitcase when folded. Ideal for
your everyday journeys.

WIDTH – 43.50 mm
LENGTH - 980 mm
LIGHTS – no
SEAT HEIGHT - 595 mm
MAX. RANGE AUTONOMY - 19 km
MAX. INCLINE - 12 ° / 21%
MAX. SPEED - 10 km / h
BATTERY / POWER- 1x11, 5Ah
COLOUR - yellow

TANDEM
Tested for the first time at the 2015’s Universal Exhibition
Expo in Milan, the mobility electric scooter for two has
proved to be an innovative means of transport designed
to revolutionize touristic services and travelling in large
expository areas, as well as for private use. 2 is more fun!

WIDTH - 700 mm
LENGTH - 2250 mm
LIGHTS - yes
SEAT HEIGHT - 450/500 / 560 mm
SCOOTER WEIGHT - 150 kg
MAX. RANGE AUTONOMY - 41 km
MAX. INCLINE - 12 ° / 21%
MAX. SPEED - 15 km / h
BATTERY / POWER - 90Ah / 3kW / 4,5CV
WHEEL SIZE / TYPE - 300/335 mm - pneumatic

CMAlifts, set up in 2001 with a far sighted vision by the brothers Giulio and Gaetano Caputo, is today a leading
international company in the design, manufacturing and assembly of lifts and elevators for private and industrial
use.
It is a company that has preserved a craftsmanship heart, combining futuristic high-tech solutions with the
inventiveness of its employees.
CMAlifts’target market knows no boundaries. Deeply rooted in the Italian market, CMAlifts is also a protagonist
in the Balkans and Northern Europe. Thanks to an increasingly widespread sectorial trade fair attendance,
clients’ orders from abroad have multiplied as time has gone by.
Standing strong with extensive experience, CMAlifts carefully and professionally handles all technical and
design demands. The company’s work method is based on the principles of professionalism and reliability, which
characterize all phases from planning to production, from order management to on site delivery. No aspect of
the business is handed over to external workforce (including logistics).
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Moving free of limits!
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